Given a topological dynamical system (X, T ) and an arithmetic function u : N → C, we study the strong MOMO property (relatively to u) which is a strong version of u-disjointness with all observable sequences in (X, T ). It is proved that, given an ergodic measure-preserving system (Z, D, κ, R), the strong MOMO property (relatively to u) of a uniquely ergodic model (X, T ) of R yields all other uniquely ergodic models of R to be u-disjoint. It follows that all uniquely ergodic models of: ergodic unipotent diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds, discrete spectrum automorphisms, systems given by some substitutions of constant length (including the classical Thue-Morse and Rudin-Shapiro substitutions), systems determined by Kakutani sequences are Möbius (and Liouville) disjoint. The validity of Sarnak's conjecture implies the strong MOMO property relatively to µ in all zero entropy systems, in particular, it makes µ-disjointness uniform. The absence of strong MOMO property in positive entropy systems is discussed and, it is proved that, under the Chowla conjecture, a topological system has the strong MOMO property relatively to the Liouville function if and only if its topological entropy is zero.
Introduction
Sarnak's conjecture Assume that T is a continuous map of a compact metric space X. In 2010, P. Sarnak [39] stated the following conjecture: whenever the (topological) entropy of T is zero, (1) 1
for all f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X (we recall that the Möbius function µ is defined as µ(p 1 . . . p k ) = (−1) k for distinct primes p 1 , . . . , p k , µ(1) = 1 and µ(n) = 0 for the remaining natural numbers). When (1) holds (for all f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X), we also say that the system (X, T ) is Möbius disjoint. Sarnak's conjecture is of purely topological dynamics nature. However, measure-theoretic properties of the subshift X µ ⊂ {−1, 0, 1} N considered with κ that is a limit point of 1 N n≤N δ T n x , N ≥ 1, are often used to determine (1); it is a natural playground where dynamics and number theory meet. One of the most motivating examples of the interplay between them is that the famous Chowla conjecture for µ 1 implies the validity of Sarnak's conjecture, see [4, 39, 41] for more details. Due to a recent result of Tao [40] , we know that Sarnak's conjecture on its turn implies the logarithmic version of the Chowla conjecture. In particular, Sarnak's conjecture implies that all admissible blocks do appear on µ, 2 cf. comments on page 9 in [39] .
Measure-theoretic viewpoint While often one focuses on proving the Möbius disjointness for a particular class of zero entropy dynamical systems (see the bibliography in [40] ), our approach is more abstract and concentrates on the measure-theoretic aspects. The starting point for us is the following: Question 1. Let (X, T ) be a topological dynamical system and suppose that x ∈ X is a generic point for some measure κ. Can measure-theoretic properties of (X, B(X), µ, T ) imply the validity of (1)?
In particular, we ask: Question 2. Do some measure-theoretic properties of (Z, D, κ, R) imply Möbius disjointness of all its uniquely ergodic models?
A positive answer to Question 2 was provided in [2] , where this line of research was initiated. The key notion there is so-called AOP property (see (6) below) which yields Möbius disjointness and is an isomorphism invariant. In particular, we have Möbius disjointness in all uniquely ergodic models of:
• (zero entropy) affine automorphisms on compact connected Abelian groups, [2] , in particular, totally ergodic discrete spectrum automorphisms;
• (more generally) all uniquely ergodic models of unipotent diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds, [17] .
In an unpublished (earlier) version of the present article it was shown how to use the recent remarkable results on the average behavior of non-pretensious multiplicative functions on, so-called, short intervals [34, 35] , to see that all uniquely ergodic models of
• finite rotations are Möbius disjoint. Moreover, the Möbius disjointness of all uniquely ergodic models of an
• arbitrary discrete spectrum automorphism was proved in [22] . On the other hand, it is still unknown whether all uniquely ergodic models of horocycle flows are Möbius disjoint. Following the above lines, the following natural question emerges:
Question 3. Does Möbius disjointness in a certain uniquely ergodic model of an ergodic system yield Möbius disjointness in all its uniquely ergodic models?
Clearly, in the zero entropy case, the potential positive answer to this question is supported by Sarnak's conjecture. Our main result -Main Theoremyields an "almost" positive answer: the existence of one "good" model of a given system implies Möbius disjointness of all its uniquely ergodic models.
Key properties Before providing more details, we need some preparation. Let u : N → C be an arbitrary arithmetic function. In the applications, we will often take u = µ which justifies the terminology, but the results are valid in general and hence we formulate them in this more abstract setting.
Definition 4 (Sarnak property).
A point x ∈ X satisfies the Sarnak property [relatively to u] if, for any f ∈ C(X), (2) 1 N n<N f (T n x)u(n) − −−− → N →∞
0.
We say that (X, T ) satisfies the Sarnak property [relatively to u] if any point x ∈ X satisfies the Sarnak property [relatively to u]. Sarnak property of (X, T ) relatively to µ (or λ) 3 is called Möbius (or Liouville) disjointness.
Definition 5 (MOMO property: Möbius Orthogonality on Moving Orbits, implicit in [2] ). We say that (X, T ) satisfies the MOMO property [relatively to u] if, for any increasing sequence of integers 0 = b 0 < b 1 < b 2 < · · · with b k+1 − b k → ∞, for any sequence (x k ) of points in X, and any f ∈ C(X),
Note that the MOMO property is similar to Sarnak property, but the orbit can be changed from time to time, less and less often.
Definition 6 (strong MOMO property). We say that (X, T ) satisfies the strong MOMO property [relatively to u] if, for any increasing sequence of integers 0 = b 0 < b 1 < b 2 < · · · with b k+1 − b k → ∞, for any sequence (x k ) of points in X, and any f ∈ C(X),
It follows directly from the definition that the strong MOMO property implies uniform convergence in (2) . 4 Moreover, by taking f = 1, it follows that the strong MOMO property implies the following: 
Note that, if we additionally assume that u is bounded, then the Sarnak property, the MOMO property and the strong MOMO property remain unchanged if we modify u on a subset of N of density 0. Note also that if u is bounded, by unique ergodicity, to verify the MOMO or the strong MOMO property we only need to check the relevant convergence for a linearly L 1 -dense set of continuous functions.
Finally, we clearly have strong MOMO property ⇒ MOMO property ⇒ Sarnak property (cf. Corollary 9 below).
3 λ stands for the Liouville function, that is, λ(n) = (−1) Ω(n) , where Ω(n) denotes the number of prime divisors of n counted with multiplicities. Note that λ(n) = µ(n) for all n which are square-free. 4 Notice that if for a system (X, T ) and f ∈ C(X) we do not have uniform convergence of the sums 1 N n≤N f (T n ·)u(n), then there exists ε 0 > 0 such that for each k ≥ 1, we can find b k ≥ k and x k ∈ X for which
We can assume that the distances b k − b k−1 grow very rapidly so that we obtain
, whence the strong MOMO property (relative to u) fails. 5 We recall that by a result of Matomaki and Radziwiłł [34] it follows that µ satisfies (5).
Main result By M (X, T ) we denote the set of T -invariant Borel probability measures, and M e (X, T ) its subset of ergodic measures. If µ 1 , . . . , µ t ∈ M (X, T ) then by conv(µ 1 , . . . , µ t ), we denote the corresponding convex envelope. Recall that Q-gen(x) is the set of measures in M (X, T ) for which x ∈ X is quasigeneric.
We consider now an ergodic measure-theoretic dynamical system (Z, D, κ, R), and we introduce three more properties (still relatively to u), involving the above.
Property P1. There exists a topological dynamical system (Y, S), and an Sinvariant probability measure ν on Y , such that
• (Y, S) satisfies the strong MOMO property,
Property P2. For any topological dynamical system (X, T ) and any x ∈ X, if there exists a finite number of T -invariant measures µ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ t, such that
• any measure for which x is quasi-generic is a convex combination of the measures µ j , i.e. Q-gen(x) ⊂ conv(µ 1 , . . . , µ t ), then x satisfies the Sarnak property.
Property P3. Any uniquely ergodic model (Y, S) of (Z, D, κ, R) satisfies the strong MOMO property.
Main Theorem. Properties P1, P2 and P3 are equivalent.
We observe that, since there always exists a uniquely ergodic model of (Z, D, κ, R) by the Jewett-Krieger theorem, the implication P3 =⇒ P1 is obvious. The two other implications are treated in separate subsections. While the proof of the implication P2⇒P3 uses some ideas from [2] , the proof of the implication P1⇒P2 heavily depends on the main ideas from [22] .
AOP and Property P3
Recall that an ergodic automorphism R is said to have AOP (asymptotically orthogonal powers) [2] 
The AOP property implies zero entropy. It also implies total ergodicity. Indeed, as clearly AOP is closed under taking factors, we merely need to notice that Rx = x + 1 acting on Z/kZ with k ≥ 2 has no AOP property. The latter easily follows from the Dirichlet theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions. Clearly, if the powers of R are pairwise disjoint 7 in the Furstenberg sense [20] then R enjoys the AOP property. The AOP property of (Z, D, κ, R) implies the MOMO property in every uniquely ergodic model of R [2] relatively to a
In particular, the MOMO property relatively to µ (or λ) holds. We will show that AOP implies Property P3 (see Section 2.3), which results in the following.
Theorem 7. Let u : N → C be multiplicative, |u| ≤ 1. Suppose that (Z, D, κ, R) satisfies AOP. Then the following are equivalent:
• u satisfies (5);
• The strong MOMO property relatively to u is satisfied in each uniquely ergodic model (X, T ) of R.
In particular, if the above holds, for each f ∈ C(X), we have
Corollary 8. Assume that (Z, D, κ, R) enjoys the AOP property. Then in each uniquely ergodic model (X, T ) of R, we have
Note that even if we consider (Z, D, κ, R) with the property that all of its powers are disjoint, the validity of (7) in each uniquely ergodic model (X, T ) of R is a new result. Consequences: zero entropy The proof of the Main Theorem implies that we have:
Corollary 9. The following are equivalent:
• Sarnak's property holds for all systems of zero topological entropy,
• strong MOMO property holds for all systems of zero topological entropy.
In particular, Sarnak's conjecture holds if and only if the strong MOMO property [relatively to µ] holds for all systems of zero topological entropy.
By Corollary 9 and by the first comment after Definition 6, we obtain immediately:
Corollary 10. If Sarnak's conjecture is true then for all zero entropy systems (X, T ) and f ∈ C(X), we have
Remark 11. One can think of the assertion of Corollary 10 (with µ replaced by a sequence u) as of a statement on "unique ergodicity". For example, if (Y, S) is a topological system and y ∈ Y is a generic point for a Bernoulli measure ν and if g ∈ C(Y ) has ν-mean zero then for every zero topological entropy system (X, T ) and every f ∈ C(X) the averages
However, it is easy to prove uniform convergence here by repeating any of the classical proofs of the fact that in a uniquely ergodic system ergodic averages converge uniformly. 
Z , we denote by X u the subshift generated by u.
does not converge to zero, i.e., u and v correlate. Then the system (X, T ) does not satisfy the strong MOMO property (relatively to v).
In particular, we can use Corollary 12 for v = u, assuming that κ = δ (...0.00...) . Hence, see Section 2.4 for details, if (X, T ) is fixed then all points u as above are "visible" in X in the following sense:
Recently, Downarowicz and Serafin [15] constructed positive entropy homeomorphisms of arbitrarily large entropy which are Möbius (or Liouville) disjoint. The following natural question arises: Question 13. Does there exist an ergodic positive entropy measure-theoretic system whose all uniquely ergodic models are Möbius (or Liouville) disjoint?
A partial (negative) answer is given by the following two results:
Z , u and v correlate. Then for each dynamical system (X, T ) with
Z , κ, S), we do not have the strong MOMO property relatively to v.
Corollary 15. Assume that the Chowla conjecture holds for λ.
11 Then no topological system (X, T ) with positive entropy satisfies the strong MOMO property relatively to λ.
, we can assume that it converges to a joining of a measure with zero entropy and ν (which is Bernoulli). Hence it is the product measure, and we easily obtain a contradiction with the fact that g dν = 0). 11 The Chowla conjecture is equivalent to saying that λ is a generic point for the Bernoulli measure B(1/2, 1/2) for the shift on {−1, 1} N , cf. footnote 1.
In fact, by the proof of the implication P2 ⇒ P3, it follows that whenever an ergodic measure-theoretic system (Z, D, κ, R) has positive entropy then there must exist a topological system which has at most three ergodic measures, all yielding systems isomorphic to R, and for which the Sarnak property (relatively to λ) does not hold. Corollary 9, Corollary 10 and Corollary 15 seem to yield a much better understanding of Sarnak's conjecture (at least for the Liouville function). It would be an interesting challenge to construct a uniquely ergodic model of the Bernoulli system B(1/2, 1/2) which has no strong MOMO property relatively to λ.
Property P2 and examples In the second part of the paper, we will concentrate on examples of automorphisms enjoying Property P2 relatively to any bounded multiplicative function u satisfying (5). We will show a general criterion to lift the strong MOMO property to extensions and deal with coboundary extensions of homeomorphisms satisfying the strong MOMO property. The validity of P2 in a large subclass of so-called generalized Morse sequences [26] then follows by exploiting the idea of lifting the strong MOMO property by some cocycle extensions (see Theorem 25 below). We will show in particular that Property P2 (hence also the strong MOMO property holds) holds for all uniquely ergodic models of: all unipotent diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds, all transformations with discrete spectrum, typical automorphism of a probability standard Borel space, systems coming from bijective substitutions and some other "close" to that; in particular, the classical Thue-Morse and Rudin-Shapiro systems and, finally, for systems determined by so-called Kakutani sequences. For the Möbius disjointness in the classes of systems listed above, see [6, 8, 11, 17, 21, 36, 42] .
Strong MOMO property and examples We will now show what the strong MOMO property relatively to the Liouville function can mean in the case of Kakutani sequences.
Using the sequence 1, 2, 2 2 , . . ., each natural number n ≥ 1 can be written uniquely as n = j≥0 ε j 2 j with ε j = 0 or 1. Then, we can consider the sequence s 2 (n) := j≥0 ε j mod 2, n ≥ 1. Using the sequence 2 = p 1 < p 2 < p 3 < . . . of consecutive primes numbers, each natural number n ≥ 2 can be written uniquely as n = j≥1 p αj j with α j ≥ 0, j ≥ 1. Then, we can consider the sequence b(n) := j≥1 α j mod 2, n ≥ 1. Properties of (s 2 (n)) and (b(n)) concern the additive and multiplicative structure of N, respectively. Hence, we can expect some form of independence of the two sequences. Indeed, we will show that (−1) s2(n) and (−1) b(n) , n ≥ 1, are uncorrelated in a strong way.
, where x ∈ {0, 1} N is the classical Thue-Morse sequence, while λ(n) := (−1) b(n) , where λ is the classical Liouville function.
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In fact, our result will be more general. Following B. Green [21] , let A ⊂ N.
As explained in [3] , each x = x A is a Kakutani sequence (and each Kakutani sequence determines an A).
13
It follows from the strong MOMO property (with respect to λ) of the system determined by x A that
1 N n≤N λ(n) → 0 (the latter is equivalent to the PNT). More than that, the same property holds on each short interval for the first sequence (by the unique ergodicity of the system determined by a Kakutani sequence) or on a typical short interval for the Liouville function by a result of [34] . Recall that if we have two random variables X, Y taking two values ±1 with probability 1/2 then they are independent if and only if XY = 0. By all this, we have proved the following form of independence of the sequences (x A (n)) and (b(n)):
2 MOMO property in models of an ergodic system
Proof of P1 =⇒ P2
This proof strongly relies on ideas borrowed from [22] . Let (Y, S) and ν be given by P1, and let (X, T ), µ 1 , . . . , µ t and x be as in the assumptions of P2.
In particular, for each
We also fix a continuous function f on X, and 0 < ε < 1 2 . Since the measures µ j are ergodic for T , we can find T -invariant disjoint Borel subsets X j , 1 ≤ j ≤ t with µ j (X j ) = 1, and measure-theoretic isomorphisms
, such that the restriction φ j | Wj is continuous. Then this restriction is in fact a homeomorphism between W j and its image φ j (W j ), which is a compact subset of Y . The function f • φ −1 j is continuous on this compact subset, so by the Tietze 13 This observation is due to C. Mauduit. 14 This follows from the fact that for the unique invariant measure µx A for the subshift determined by x A , we have (−1) z(0) dµx A (z) = 0. extension theorem it can be extended to a continuous function g j on the entire space Y , with g j ∞ = f ∞ . The following observation will be useful: for any w ∈ X and any s ≥ 0,
Informally, the preceding observation means that these compact sets W j can be used as "windows" through which we can see the behaviour of the dynamical system (Y, S). We would like to see this behaviour along long pieces of orbits, but these windows are not T -invariant. This is why we need to define, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ t and each integer L ≥ 1, the following subset of W j :
Observe that B j (L) can be written as the finite union of all sets of the form
Therefore, we have
and this yields
To each integer L ≥ 1, we also associate a positive number η(L), small enough so that for any w, w ′ ∈ X,
The following lemma is the only place where we use the assumption on the quasi-genericity of the point x.
Proof. Let (N i ) be an increasing sequence of positive integers along which the convergence to the limit superior in the statement of the lemma holds. Extracting if necessary a subsequence, we can assume that x is quasi-generic, along this sequence (N i ), for a T -invariant measure µ which is of the form
Using again the Tietze extension theorem, we can construct a continuous
We now fix an increasing sequence of integers 1 ≤ L 1 < L 2 < · · · . We also choose an increasing sequence of integers
Set M 0 := 0. With the help of Lemma 17, we can assume, passing to a subsequence if necessary, that for each i ≥ 1,
We can also assume that for each i ≥ 1, M i is large enough to have
Then, for any integer b ≥ 0, there exists a unique i ≥ 1 such that
Observe that, by (11), the proportion of good integers between M i−1 and M i is always at least 1 − ε.
Finally, we inductively define a third increasing sequence of integers 0 = b 0 < b 1 < b 2 < · · · in the following way. Let b 1 be the smallest good integer b ≥ 1. Assume that the integer b k has already been defined (k ≥ 1), and that it is a good integer. Let i ≥ 1 be such that (9) , for each such s, we have
Now, we define b k+1 as the smallest integer b ≥ b k + L i which is good. The above inequality then gives
And since L i → ∞, we also have
We want to approximate the sum
by the following expression coming from the dynamical system (Y, S)
Considering that (13) holds for 1 ≤ k < K, observing that all integers n ∈ {0 = b 0 , . . . , b 1 − 1} are not good, and that the number of integers less than M i which are not good is bounded by εM i , we get
n is not good}, which is itself bounded by 2εM i by (12) . Therefore, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
It only remains to do the following estimation:
which goes to 0 as K → ∞ by the strong MOMO property of (Y, S). This concludes the proof of the implication P1 =⇒ P2.
Proof of P2 =⇒ P3
Before we begin the proof, let us recall the following elementary result.
(B) If the sequence (c n ) is contained in a convex cone C, and which is not a half-plane, then 
0.
Proof. To see (A) write (c n = a n + ib n , a n , b n ∈ R)
to reduce the problem to c n ∈ R, and then set ε n := sign(c n ). To see (B), first multiply the whole sequence by some e ∈ C, |e| = 1 to assume without loss of generality that C is the cone delimited by the half-lines y = a 1 x, y = a 2 x, a 1 = 0 = a 2 , and x ≥ 0. It follows that there is a constant γ ≥ 1 such that for each c ∈ C, |c| ≤ γRe(c).
Let (Y, S) be a uniquely ergodic model of (Z, D, κ, R), and let ν be the unique S-invariant measure. We fix a continuous function f ∈ C(Y ), an increasing sequence of integers
, e i4π/3 } be the set of third roots of unity. For each k, let e k ∈ A be such that
belongs to the closed convex cone {0} ∪ {z ∈ C : arg(z) ∈ [−π/3, π/3]}. Then, by Lemma 18, the convergence that we want to prove:
Now, we introduce a new topological dynamical system: let X := (Y × A) N , and let T be the shift on X. We define a particular point x ∈ X by setting (15)
Let µ be a measure for which x is quasi-generic, along a sequence (N r ).
Since the set {v ∈ X : (v 1 , a 1 ) = (Sv 0 , a 0 )} is closed, by Portmanteau theorem it must be of full measure µ in (X, T ). Moreover, such a measure µ must be T -invariant, hence, it is concentrated on the set of sequences which are of the form (y, a), (Sy, a), (S 2 y, a), . . . for some y ∈ Y and some a ∈ A. Since µ is T -invariant, its marginal given by the first y-coordinate is S-invariant, so it is equal to ν by unique ergodicity. On the other hand, the marginal given by the a-coordinate must be of the form α 0 δ 1 + α 1 δ e i2π/3 + α 2 δ e i4π/3 . Using now the fact that any ergodic system is disjoint from the identity, µ must be the direct product of its marginals on Y N and A N . Hence, µ must be of the form α 0 µ 0 + α 1 µ 1 + α 2 µ 2 , where µ j is the pushforward of ν by the
is measure-theoretically isomorphic to (Y, B(Y ), ν, S), hence also to (Z, D, κ, R): the assumptions needed to apply P2 are fulfilled. It follows that x satisfies the Sarnak property, and if we write the corresponding convergence for the continuous function g ∈ C(X) defined by g (w 0 , a 0 ), (w 1 , a 1 ), (w 2 , a 2 ), . . . := a 0 f (w 0 ), we exactly get (14) .
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Note that, if in the above proof (Z, D, κ, R) is an arbitrary system of zero entropy, and (Y, S) is any uniquely ergodic model of (Z, D, κ, R), then the topological entropy of S is zero. The same property holds for the topological system (X, T ) constructed above. If Sarnak's conjecture holds, the system (X, T ) is Möbius disjoint and hence the strong MOMO property holds for (Y, S). It follows that if Sarnak's conjecture holds, then the strong MOMO property is satisfied in each zero entropy uniquely ergodic system. In fact, we have even the assertion of Corollary 9 which are now ready to prove:
Proof of Corollary 9. In view of the above proof of P2 =⇒ P3, what we need to show is that the orbit closure of x ∈ X defined in (15) under T has zero topological entropy. Suppose first that x is quasi-generic for some measure µ. Denote by µ
(1) the marginal of µ given by the first (y, e)-coordinate. Arguing as above, we obtain that µ (1) is a measure invariant under S × I, in particular, it has zero entropy. Moreover, µ is the image of µ (1) by the map (I × I) × (S × I) × (S 2 × I) × . . . , i.e. also has zero entropy. Consider now z in the orbit closure of x and suppose that it is a quasi-generic point for some measure. If n j → ∞ and z = lim j→∞ T nj x, then either z = ((y, e), (Sy, e), (S 2 y, e), . . . ) for some (y, e) ∈ Y × A or z = ((y 1 , e 1 ), (Sy 1 , e 1 ), . . . , (S ℓ y 1 , e 1 ), (y 2 , e 2 ), (Sy 2 , e 2 ), . . . )
for some (y 1 , e 1 ), (y 2 , e 2 ) ∈ Y × A and ℓ ≥ 0.
Indeed, we can approximate any "window"
and when n j → ∞, such a window has at most one point of "discontinuity", that is, it contains at most once two consecutive coordinates which are not successive images by S × I of some (y k , e k ) ∈ Y × A. Thus, to conclude, we can use the same argument as in the first part of the proof.
Remark 19. Assume that u : N → C is an arithmetic function relatively to which the Sarnak property holds for each zero entropy T . We have already noticed that u has to satisfy (5) but in fact, we obtain a stronger condition.
Fix (X, T ) of zero entropy. We claim that we have the following arithmetic version of the strong MOMO property: (16) 
Indeed, consider the N -discrete suspension T of T , i.e. X := X ×{0, 1, . . . , N −1} and let the homeomorphism T act by the formula T (x, j) := (x, j + 1) when 0 ≤ j < N − 1 and T (x, N − 1) = (T x, 0). Then ( X, T ) has still zero entropy, and, by Corollary 9, the strong MOMO property is satisfied for ( X, T ). Define F ∈ C( X) by setting F (x, h) = f (x) and 0 otherwise. Hence
and the claim (16) follows.
In particular, the function u has to satisfy
Therefore, u is aperiodic 16 and in fact, it is aperiodic on "typical" short interval:
Note that if above, for X we take the one-point space, then ( X, T ) stands for the rotation by 1 on Z/N Z and the strong MOMO property follows from [35] , see Subsection 4.1. It follows that (17) holds for u = µ.
AOP implies P1, P2 and P3 for Möbius
We return now to the case where u : N → C is a multiplicative function, |u| ≤ 1, satisfying (5), in particular, we can take u = µ.
The purpose of this section is to prove that, in this setting, the AOP property ensures the validity of P1, P2 and P3. For this, it will be useful to introduce the following weaker version of P2 for the measure-theoretic dynamical system (Z, D, κ, R), where we restrict the class of continuous functions for which we demand that convergence (2) holds.
Property P2*. For any topological dynamical system (X, T ) and any x ∈ X, if there exists a finite number of T -invariant measures µ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ t, such that
• for each j, (X, B(X), µ j , T ) is measure-theoretically isomorphic to (Z, D, κ, R), 15) , hence property P2* will be enough.
We will need the following criterion:
Proposition 21 (KBSZ criterion, [25, 8] , see also [2] ). Let (a n ) ⊂ C be bounded. If Proof. Assume that (Z, D, κ, R) enjoys the AOP property. Let (X, T ), x, µ 1 , . . . , µ t and f be as in the assumptions of Property P2*. In order to prove the convergence (2), we want to apply the KBSZ criterion to the sequence f (T n x) n≥0 . Given ε > 0, we have to show that, if r = s are two different primes which are large enough, then lim sup
Let (N i ) be an increasing sequence of integers along which the convergence to the above limit superior holds. Without loss of generality, we can also assume that the sequence of empirical measures
converges weakly to some T r × T s -invariant measure ρ on X × X. We then have lim sup
and it is enough to prove that, if r and s are large enough, then for each ergodic component γ of ρ, we have
Let ρ 1 (respectively ρ 2 ) be the marginal of ρ on the first (respectively the second) coordinate. Then ρ 1 is T r -invariant, and
is a T -invariant probability measure on X for which x is quasi-generic. By assumption, this measure is a convex combination of µ 1 , . . . , µ t , and ρ 1 is absolutely continuous with respect to this convex combination. By the same argument, ρ 2 is also absolutely continuous with respect to some convex combination of µ 1 , . . . , µ t . Moreover, since (Z, D, κ, R) has the AOP property, this system is totally ergodic, and by isomorphism, this also holds for each (X, B(X), µ j , T ). It follows that each ergodic component of ρ is an ergodic joining of (X, B(X), µ i , T r ) and (X, B(X), µ j , T s ) for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}.
is an ergodic joining of (Z, D, κ, R r ) and (Z, D, κ, R s ), and we have
But by the AOP property, if r and s are large enough, the modulus of the RHS is bounded by ε.
Strong MOMO property in positive entropy systems
In this section we prove Corollaries 12, 14, Corollary 15 and equation (8) .
Proof of Corollary 12. Suppose that the strong MOMO property (relative to v) holds for (X, T ). Then P1 from Main Theorem holds (for v). Equivalently, P2 holds. Notice that if we take u as above then the assumptions of P2 are satisfied here (for (D Z L , S) and u), whence the assertion of P2 also holds, i.e. u satisfies the Sarnak property (relatively to v). Take g(y) := y(0), and note that
Notice that Corollary 12 puts some restrictions on dynamical properties of measures for which u is quasi-generic.
Corollary 23. Let u be a multiplicative arithmetic function, |u| ≤ 1. Assume that Q-gen(u) ⊂ conv(κ 1 , . . . , κ m ), where all (X u , κ j , S) are isomorphic and have the AOP property. Then κ 1 = . . . = κ m = δ (...00.00...) , i.e. u is equal to the zero sequence, up to a set of zero density.
Proof. Let (X, T ) be any uniquely ergodic model of (X u , κ 1 , S). Then, since the AOP property is an isomorphism invariant, (X, T ) also satisfies the AOP property. Since this system is additionally uniquely ergodic, we have the strong MOMO property for (X, T ) and, by Corollary 12 (in which v = u), the proof is complete.
In particular, if we consider λ (or µ) then the set Q-gen(λ) cannot be contained in conv(κ 1 , . . . , κ m ) , where the dynamical systems given by κ j are all isomorphic and have the AOP property. 17 Studying properties of dynamical systems given by (potentially many) measures in Q-gen(λ) is important in the light of a recent remarkable result of N. Frantzikinakis [19] which says that if the logarithmic averages 1 N k n≤N k δ S n λ n converge to an ergodic measure then the logarithmic Chowla conjecture holds along the subsequence (N k ). In particular, if Q-gen(λ) consists solely of one measure and this measure is ergodic then the Chowla conjecture holds.
Proof of Corollary 14. Assume that we have found a dynamical system (X, T ),
Z , κ, S) which has the strong MOMO property relatively to v. Then, there exists an ergodic T -invariant measure µ such that the entropy of the system (X, µ, T ) is larger than h((D L ) Z , κ, S). Next, by Sinai's theorem, the Bernoulli automorphism ((D L ) Z , κ, S) is a measure-theoretic factor of (X, µ, T ). By a theorem of B. Weiss [44] there are uniquely (in fact, strictly) ergodic systems (X ′ , T ′ ), (Y ′ , S ′ ) (with the unique invariant measures µ ′ and ν ′ , respectively) and a continuous, equivariant map π
are measure-theoretically isomorphic to (X, µ, T ) and (X u , κ, S), respectively. Since (X, T ) has the strong MOMO property relative to v, so has (X ′ , T ′ ) (by Main Theorem). Since (Y ′ , S ′ ) is a topological factor of (X ′ , T ′ ), also (Y ′ , S ′ ) enjoys the strong MOMO property relatively to v. But (Y ′ , S ′ ) is a uniquely ergodic model of (X u , κ, S), and we obtain a contradiction with Corollary 12.
Proof of Corollary 15. The Chowla conjecture for λ means that λ is a generic point for the Bernoulli measure B(1/2, 1/2) on {−1, 1} Z . In view of Corollary 14, all we need to prove is that we can find u ∈ {0, 1} Z a generic point for a Bernoulli measure κ of arbitrarily small entropy such that u correlates with λ (indeed, set v = λ in Corollary 14).
Let 0 < p < 1 and denote by ρ the Bernoulli measure B(p, 1 − p) on {0, 1} Z . By Theorem 2.10 in [10] , it follows that we can find y ∈ {0, 1} N such that (y, λ) is a generic point for ρ ⊗ B(1/2, 1/2). Then set (20) u(n) = λ(n) if y(n) = 1, and u(n) = −1 if y(n) = 0.
The AOP property can be replaced by the existence of a uniquely ergodic model of the dynamical system associated to κ 1 for which we have the strong MOMO property. then u is a generic point for the measure F * (ρ ⊗ B(1/2, 1/2)) and (by independence) the latter measure is the Bernoulli measure κ = B( Finally, u and λ do correlate since f (x, a) = a with probability 
Then there exist ε 0 > 0 and a collection
Proof. We begin the proof by the following simple observation: for 0 ≤ F ∈ L ∞ (X, B, µ) and ε 0 ≤ F dµ, we have
Fix (z k ) k≥1 and (α k ) k≥1 with 0 ≤ z k ≤ M and k≥1 α k = 1 and suppose that, for some K ≥ 1, k≤K α k z k ≥ ε 0 . Set y k := z k for k ≤ K and y k := 0 for k > K. Then clearly k≥1 α k y k = k≤K ≥ ε 0 and we can apply the above observation to obtain
Let now ε 0 > 0 and (K ℓ ) ℓ≥1 be such that
. Then (22) takes the form
Thus, we obtain a sequence [a k , c k ), k ≥ 1, of disjoint intervals of the form
This completes the proof.
Equation (8) immediately follows from the above lemma.
Lifting strong MOMO to extensions
In this section, we continue our considerations on orthogonality to bounded multiplicative functions u satisfying (5); in particular, we can take u = µ.
Lifting strong MOMO to Rokhlin extensions
We start from a uniquely ergodic system (X, T ) enjoying the strong MOMO property, and we denote by µ X the unique T -invariant probability measure. We consider a continuous extensionT of T to some product space X × Y ; Y is also a compact metric space, andT is a continuous transformation of X × Y which has the formT (x, y) = (T x, S x (y)). We also assume thatT is uniquely ergodic, its unique invariant measure having the form µ X ⊗ µ Y for some probability measure µ Y on Y . Our purpose is to give a sufficient condition for the strong MOMO property to hold in the extension (X × Y,T ). The condition we give can be seen as a form of relative disjointness ofT r andT s over the base system (for large different prime integers r and s), and the proof relies on the same kind of arguments as in the proof of P2 =⇒ P3.
Theorem 25. Suppose that, for all large enough prime numbers r = s, the following holds: each probability measure on (X ×Y )×(X ×Y ) which is invariant and ergodic under the action ofT r ×T s is, up to a natural permutation of coordinates, of the form ρ⊗µ Y ⊗µ Y , where ρ is some T r ×T s -invariant measure on X × X. Then the strong MOMO property also holds in (X × Y,T ).
Proof. We fix an increasing sequence of integers 0 = b 0 < b 1 < b 2 < · · · with b k+1 − b k → ∞, and a sequence of points (x k , y k ) k≥0 in X × Y . We also fix a continuous function f on X × Y , and we assume that f is of the form f = f 1 ⊗f 2 : (x, y) → f 1 (x)f 2 (y) where f 1 ∈ C(X) and f 2 ∈ C(Y ). Considering continuous functions of this type on X × Y is enough for our purposes, since they generate a dense subspace in C(X × Y ) andT is uniquely ergodic. We thus have to prove the convergence
We observe that, subtracting Y f 2 dµ Y from f 2 if necessary, which does not affect the above limit by the strong MOMO property of (X, T ), we can always assume that
We again consider the set A := {1, e i2π/3 , e i4π/3 } of third roots of unity, and for each k, we choose e k ∈ A such that
belongs to the closed convex cone {0} ∪ {z ∈ C : arg(z) ∈ [−π/3, π/3]}. Then again by Lemma 18, it is enough to prove that
Now, we introduce the space Z := (X × Y × A) N , on which acts the shift map S. We define a particular point z ∈ Z by setting z n := (T n−b k (x k , y k ), e k ) whenever b k ≤ n < b k+1 , and we consider the continuous function F on Z defined by
Then, to get (24) , it is enough to establish the orthogonality of u and (F (S n z)), i.e. (25) 1
Using the KBSZ criterion, the above holds as soon as, for all large enough different prime numbers r and s, we have
Let (N i ) be an increasing sequence of positive integers along which the sequence of empirical measures
converges to some S r × S s -invariant probability measure µ Z×Z on Z × Z. We therefore have 1
Since b k+1 − b k → ∞, the measure µ Z×Z is concentrated on the set of pairs (w, w ′ ) ∈ Z 2 whose coordinates are of the form u, v), a) , . . .
and some a, a ′ in A. By the invariance of µ Z×Z under S r × S s , the marginal of µ Z×Z given by the coordinates
Hence, if instead of µ Z×Z we consider an ergodic component γ of µ Z×Z , the assumption of the theorem implies that the marginal given by the coordinates (u, v), (u ′ , v ′ ) is of the form ρ ⊗ µ Y ⊗ µ Y for some probability measure ρ on X × X. Moreover, using again the disjointness of ergodicity and identity, we see that under γ the coordinates (a, a ′ ) are independent of (u, v), (u ′ , v ′ ) . If we denote by γ A×A the marginal defined on A × A by the coordinates (a, a ′ ), we thus have
hence this integral vanishes by (23) . Since this is true for all ergodic components of µ Z×Z , we get
so (26) follows and the proof is complete.
Sarnak's conjecture for continuous extensions by coboundaries
In the theorem below we consider homeomorphisms for which the measuretheoretic systems determined by ergodic invariant measures are all isomorphic. However, the set of ergodic invariant measures is uncountable which makes a direct use of Main Theorem questionable. On the other hand, this set is quite structured which allows one to repeat the main steps of the proof of the implication P1 =⇒ P2. Proof. First, we need to introduce some notation. For g ∈ G, let A g be the graph of ψ + g, i.e. A g := {(y, ψ(y) + g) : y ∈ Y } and let π g : A g → Y stand for the projection onto the first coordinate. Let ν g := π
where ν is the unique invariant measure for (Y, S). Then the ergodic decomposition of the product system (Y × G, ν ⊗ λ G , S ϕ ) is given by
But what is more important here is that { ν g : g ∈ G} is the set of S ϕ -invariant ergodic measures, see e.g. [27] .
We will show that the Sarnak property holds in (y, g) ∈ Y × G by showing convergence (2) for functions of the form F = f ⊗ χ, where f ∈ C(Y ) and χ ∈ G is a character on G.
18 Let H 0 be a continuous extension of
For L ≥ 1, define the following compact subset of K 0 :
In the same way, we define
whence it is again a compact set. By repeating an argument from the proof of P1 =⇒ P2, we obtain
By repeating the proof of Lemma 17, we obtain that
19
We now fix an increasing sequence of integers 1 ≤ L 1 < L 2 < · · · . Repeat the arguments from the proof of P1 =⇒ P2 to obtain sequences (M i ) i≥0 and (b k ) k≥0 . Now, fix i ≥ 1. Let K ≥ 1 be the largest integer such that b K ≤ M i . We want to approximate the sum
by the following expression coming from the dynamical system (Y, S):
As in the proof of P1 =⇒ P2, we obtain that lim sup
for some constant C > 0. However
which goes to 0 as K → ∞ by the strong MOMO property of (Y, S). This completes the proof.
Remark 27. See [33] , where there is the first example of a continuous (in fact analytic) f : T → R considered over an irrational rotation T such that T e 2πif is minimal, f is a measurable coboundary and T e 2πif is Möbius disjoint. Cf. also [43] for Möbius disjointness of all analytic Anzai skew products.
Examples

Ergodic systems with discrete spectrum
Recall that in [2] it has been proved that all uniquely ergodic models of totally ergodic systems with discrete spectrum are Möbius disjoint. The result has been extended to all uniquely ergodic models of all ergodic systems with discrete spectrum in [22] . By Halmos-von Neumann theorem it follows that if (Z, D, κ, R) is an ergodic transformation with discrete spectrum then one of its uniquely ergodic models is a rotation T x = x + x 0 , where X is a compact, metric group and {nx 0 :
It easily follows from Lemma 18 that in (X, T ) we have the strong MOMO property whenever we have the MOMO property. But
We have χ(x 0 ) = e 2πiα for a unique α ∈ [0, 1). Two cases now arise: Case 1. If α is irrational then the RHS in (30) goes to zero by [2] for any u multiplicative, |u| ≤ 1.
Case 2. Assume that α is rational. Then it follows from Theorem 1.7 in [35] that the RHS in (30) goes to zero if u is multiplicative, |u| ≤ 1 and (31) inf Corollary 28. Let (Z, D, κ, R) be an ergodic system with discrete spectrum. If R is totally ergodic, then in each uniquely ergodic model of R we have the strong MOMO property relatively to any multiplicative function u, |u| ≤ 1, satisfying (5) . If the spectrum of R has a nontrivial rational eigenvalue then the strong MOMO property holds for any u satisfying additionally (31).
Systems satisfying the AOP property
Systems whose powers are disjoint. Typical systems
Each totally ergodic transformation whose prime powers are disjoint satisfies the AOP property. This includes large classes of rank one transformations: [1, 7, 38] , automorphisms with the minimal self-joining property [12] , and recently it has been shown by Chaika and Eskin [9] that a.e. 3-interval transformation has sufficiently many disjoint prime powers. By Theorem 7, it follows that the first assertion of Corollary 28 holds for an arbitrary R belonging to any of those classes of transformations. In particular, by [13] , it follows that that all uniquely ergodic models of a typical system R of a standard Borel probability space satisfies this assertion.
Unipotent diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds
As shown in [17] , ergodic unipotent diffeomorphisms T (xΓ) = uA(x)Γ, where G is a connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group, Γ ⊂ G a lattice, A : G → G is a unipotent automorphism with A(Γ) = Γ and u ∈ G, enjoy the AOP property. It follows that all other uniquely ergodic models of such systems satisfy the strong MOMO property (relatively to a bounded multiplicative u satisfying (5)), in particular, this holds for uniquely ergodic models of ergodic nilrotations. A special case of unipotent diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds are affine automorphisms on Abelian compact connected groups. In particular, we obtain that in all uniquely ergodic models of quasi-discrete spectrum systems, we have the strong MOMO property (with respect to u), cf. [2] . A general unipotent case seems to be much less clear. We have been unable to answer the following: Question 29. Does, for each horocycle flow on the unit tangent bundle of compact surfaces of constant negative curvature, the time-1 automorphism satisfy the (strong) MOMO property (relatively to µ)? (For Möbius disjointness of time automorphisms of horocycle flows, see [8] ; such automorphisms do not possess the AOP property [2] .)
Cocycle extensions of irrational rotations
As we have already noticed, all irrational rotations have the AOP property. The extensions of them considered in this subsection satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 25, but in fact we lift AOP.
Consider f : T → R which is C 1+δ and which is not a trigonometric polynomial. In [28] , it is shown that for a G δ and dense set of irrational α the corresponding Anzai skew product T e 2πif on T×S 1 : (x, z) → (x+α, e 2πif (x) ·z) enjoys the AOP property (cf. Corollary 2.5.6 in [28] ). Moreover, it is proved (again for a "typical" α) in [29] that the Rokhlin skew product T f,S : (x, y) → (x+α, S f (x) (y)) enjoys the AOP property for each ergodic flow S = (S t ) t∈R acting on (Y, C, ν) (on X × Y we consider product measure µ ⊗ ν), see Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 in [29] .
Consider an affine case: f (x) = x − 1 2 . Theorem 7.10 in [29] tells us that T f,S has the AOP property whenever α has bounded partial quotients and the spectrum of the flow S on L 2 0 (Y, C, ν) does not contain any rational number. Note that if we replace f by f ′ := f +j −j •T , where j : T → R is continuous, then the resulting skew products T e 2πif ′ or T f ′ ,S 20 are uniquely ergodic models of T e 2πif and T f,S (whenever S is a uniquely ergodic flow), respectively. In particular, T e 2πif ′ and T f ′ ,S enjoy the strong MOMO property (relatively to u satisfying (5)).
Question 30. Assume that T e 2πif is an ergodic Anzai skew product with f : T → R analytic. Does T e 2πif enjoy the strong MOMO property, the AOP property? (It has been shown by Wang [43] Given an increasing sequence (n t ) of natural numbers with n t |n t+1 , t ≥ 0 (n 0 = 1) set λ t := n t+1 /n t for t ≥ 0 and let X = t≥0 Z/λ t Z. It is a compact, metric and monothetic group where the addition is coordinatewise with carrying the remainder to the right. If by µ X we denote Haar measure on X then (X, B(X), µ X , T ), where
is a partition of X and
is a Rokhlin tower filling the whole space.
Let now b t ∈ {0, 1} λt , b t (0) = 0, for t ≥ 0. The sequence
is called a generalized Morse sequence [26] . 22 Let x be the sequence defined by
Then x is a Toeplitz sequence [23] , i.e. for each j there is k j such that x(j) = x(j + mk j ) for each m ≥ 0. Let X x and X x stand for the (two-sided) subshifts determined by x and x, respectively. By [45] , the odometer (X, T ) is the maximal equicontinuous factor of (X x , S), where S stands for the left shift. We will constantly assume that x is regular [23] . In this case (X x , S) is a uniquely ergodic model of (X, T ) [23] . Therefore, the strong MOMO property holds for (X x , S). On the other hand, clearly, (X x , S) is a topological factor of (X x , S), and moreover, there is a topological isomorphism of (X x , S) with (X x × (Z/2Z), S ϕ ), where ϕ(z) = z(0) for each z ∈ X x [32] . The cocycle ϕ has a special form (see the notion of Morse cocycle below), and we will show that in certain classical cases the assumptions of Theorem 25 are satisfied.
A little bit of algebra
Denote Z N = Z/N Z and let 0 = s ∈ Z N , (s, N ) = 1. Then s ∈ Z * N , i.e. s is in the group of invertible (under multiplication) elements in the ring Z N . Therefore, we can write 1 s for the inverse of s in Z N , and for any integer r, r s is well defined as an element of Z N .
In the ring Z N , consider the F-norm i := min(i, N − i).
Lemma 31. Assume that r, s, k ≥ 1 are fixed, pairwise coprime, and let (n t ) be an increasing sequence of integers. We assume that (s, n t ) = 1 while k|n t for each t ≥ 1. Then there exists η > 0 such that
Proof. Denote b t := r s ∈ Z nt , i.e.
(35) r = sb t mod n t , and we also interpret b t as an integer in {0, . . . , n t − 1}. Fix 0 < ε < 1 ks , and suppose that
If j = 0, then sb t ∈ (0, sεn t ) and (35) is really r = sb t as soon as n t > r, whence s|r, a contradiction.
If 0 < j < k, then the number sj nt k is of the form ℓn t + j ′ k n t with 0 < j ′ < k (remember that (k, s) = 1), and by (35) we also have
In particular, r > nt k − εsn t = n t 1 k − εs , which is impossible when n t is large. If j = k, then sb t ∈ sn t (1 − ε), sn t . By (35) , there exists an integer ℓ such that r ∈ (ℓn t − sεn t , ℓn t ) .
As r ≥ 1, we must have ℓ ≥ 1, but then r ≥ n t (1 − sε), which is impossible when n t is large.
Proposition 32. Assume that (X, T ) is an odometer, T x = x + 1 (with 1 = (1, 0, 0, . . .)) on X, where X is determined by the numbers n t |n t+1 , t ≥ 0. Assume that r, s, k ≥ 1 are fixed, pairwise coprime, and that (r, n t ) = 1 = (s, n t ) while k|n t for each t ≥ 1. Then, there exists a unique automorphism W of (X, B(X), µ X ) such that W r = T s . More precisely, there exists a sequence (b t ), b t ∈ Z nt , depending only on r, s and n t , such that
i+bt .
(Here the addition has to be understood in Z nt .) Moreover, there exists η > 0 such that
The Morse sequence for which b t = 01 for each t ≥ 0 is the classical Thue-Morse sequence (e.g. [5] ). More generally, the Morse sequences for which b t ∈ {00, 01} with infinitely many blocks equal to 01 are precisely Kakutani sequences, e.g. [30] . Note that in the case of Kakutani sequences, for the corresponding odometer (X, T ), we have Spec(T ) = {2}, so we deal with small rational spectrum.
A similar situation arises when we consider the subshift given by the RudinShapiro sequences (e.g. [5] ). Indeed, in this case φ is a 2-Morse cocycle, see [32] for more details.
Definition 34. Assume that T has small rational spectrum and φ is a k-Morse cocycle. We say that φ is probabilistic if there exists η > 0 such that for infinitely many t ≥ 1 the conditional distribution of 0 on each level D
is between η and 1 − η. We will say that φ satisfies PC (the probabilistic condition).
Remark 35. All Kakutani sequences satisfy PC in the following sense. First, notice that by introducing "parentheses"
we can obtain a new representation of a Morse sequence x, in which the corresponding odometer (X, T ) is given by a subsequence of (n t ), and we look at the Morse cocycle φ only along this subsequence. Now, take any x = b 0 × b 1 × . . ., where b t = 00 or 01 (with infinitely many b t equal to 01). Then introduce "parentheses" putting together 01 × 01 = 0110
and 00 × 01 = 0011. Now, for the corresponding b t ′ s, we have b t equal either to 101 * or 010 * , so PC is satisfied (cf. (39)).
We can easily generalize this argument to obtain the following result. are "good", and we are done since otherwise, starting from some place, we must have b t = 01 . . . 010 which means that x is periodic.
Remark 37. For Rudin-Shapiro sequences, it follows from [32] that the corresponding 2-Morse cocycles satisfy PC.
Remark 39. For Morse cocycles, the above result can also be deduced from a theorem proved by Kwiatkowski and Rojek [31] about the centralizer of Morse subshifts.
Now, we obtain that whenever the (uniquely ergodic) subshift (X x , S) determined by a k-Morse sequence x ∈ {0, 1} N is given by a k-Morse cocycle satisfying PC, then the uniquely ergodic system (X x , S) is an extension of (X x , S) for which the assumptions of Theorem 25 hold and therefore, it satisfies the strong MOMO property. Using Main Theorem (and Remark 37), we hence obtain the following.
Corollary 40.
In each uniquely ergodic model of the system determined by a Kakutani sequence 26 (in particular, by the Thue-Morse sequence) we have the strong MOMO property (relatively to u satisfying (31)). The same result holds for any Rudin-Shapiro sequence.
Substitutions of constant length
Let A be a finite alphabet, #A ≥ 2. Let q ≥ 2 be a fixed integer and θ : A → A q be a primitive aperiodic substitution of constant length q [37] . Recall that θ is extended to a morphism of the monoid A * by the formula θ(a 0 · · · a ℓ−1 ) := θ(a 0 ) · · · θ(a ℓ−1 ).
Similarly, we can extend θ to a map defined on A N . We denote by X θ the two-sided associated subshift:
∀m ≤ n, ∃t ≥ 0, ∃a ∈ A, x(m, n) is a subblock of θ t (a) .
Let S be the shift map on X θ . We recall that (X θ , S) is uniquely ergodic, and we denote by µ θ the unique S-invariant probability measure on X θ . To each θ we can associate the column number.
Definition 41 (Kamae [24] ). The column number of the substitution θ is the number c(θ) := min t≥1 min 0≤ℓ≤q t −1 #{θ t (a)(ℓ) : a ∈ A}.
If by X q we denote the odometer determined by n t := q t , t ≥ 0, then (X q , T ) is the maximal equicontinuous factor of (X θ , S) and moreover (see [24, 37] ) (42) (X θ , B(X θ ), µ θ , S) is an a.e. c-extension of (X q , B(X), µ Xq , T ).
Bijective substitutions
A substitution θ : A → A q (as above) is called bijective if the map τ i (a) := θ(a)(i), a ∈ A 26 It has been already known that the subshift determined by any Kakutani sequence is Mbius disjoint [6, 21, 16, 42] .
is a bijection of A for each i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1. Using the notion of group substitution, it is implicitly proved in [16] 27 that the assumptions of Theorem 25 are satisfied. It follows that:
Corollary 42. If θ is bijective then the strong MOMO property (relatively to a bounded multiplicative u satisfying (31)) is satisfied in each uniquely ergodic model of (X θ , B(X θ ), µ θ , S).
The synchronized case
For one more case of substitutions the assertion of Proposition 42 easily holds. Namely, this is the case when the column number c(θ) = 1. Indeed, in this case, by (42) , the factor map (X θ , B(X θ ), µ θ , S) → (X q , B(X q ), µ Xq , T ) is a.e. 1-1. It easily follows that (X θ , S) is a uniquely ergodic model of the odometer (X q , T ), hence the result follows from Corollary 28.
It is well-known (Cobham's theorem) that fixed points of substitutions of constant length are in one-to-one correspondence with automatic sequences, i.e. sequences generated by deterministic complete automata [37] . Those automatic sequences which correspond to synchronized automata are called synchronized, and the substitutions with trivial column number are in 1-1 correspondence with synchronized automatic sequences [36] . An independent proof of Möbius disjointness in the synchronized case has been done in [14] .
As all subshifts given by substitutions of constant length are Möbius disjoint by a recent result of Müllner [36] , it is natural to ask: Question 43. Is it true that all subshifts generated by substitutions of constant length satisfy the (strong) MOMO property (relatively to µ)? Remark 44. It seems that the main problem to obtain Corollary 42 without any restriction on θ is a full description of the cocycle ϕ : X q → S({0, 1, . . . , c(θ) − 1)}) which is behind the statement (42) .
